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HYBRID computes the fuel and energy consumption of a hybrid
vehicle with a bi-modal control strategy over specified component
driving cycles. Fuel and energy consumption are computed separately
for the two modes of operation. The program also computes yearly
average fuel and energy consumption using a composite driving cycle
which varies as a function of daily travel.
The distribution of daily travel is specified as input data,
as well as the weights which the component driving cycles are given
in each of the composite cycles
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This representation is a bit fictitious in that it models the
brakes as being at the transmission input.	 However, this is if
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,^ RG and RG2 represent average battery regeneration efficiencies
on Modes 1 and 2, respectively.
	
RG2 is assumed to be higher
than	 RG because of the lower average state of charge on Mode 2.
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C HYBRID MODELS OPERATION OF A HYBRID VEHICLE OVER SPECIFIED ORI%
C CYCLES.
C
_ C DATA IN COMMON —
000003 COMMON RTIRErORATIO , COA,CTIREI • CTIRE2•VMASS•0LI•EMUOrEMUT•NPWR,






C VARIABLES IN COMMON —
000003 COMMON FA,FR,FAC,FNET9 TOO •TTO•RPMOO,RPMT09VMASS2•SKALE•PSO•PEO,
iPE029PM09PMO29PGO,PGO29PORK,PBRK29FC•PD,PT
000003 REAL YDOT(20)•Y(20)•INT19INT2 9 V(6)•A(3),YTMP(20)
000003 REAL EK(80)
000003 REAL GIST(3) ,FCONS(3)9FCCNS2(3)9ECONS(3),ECONS2(3)
000003 REAL	 OOISCH(20),CYCLES(20) •OSUP(30)•ONC(30)•GAMMA(30.31•FCBAR(:
_ iFCBAR2 ( 30) 9EC8AR ( 30) •ECBAR2 ( 30), RANGE (30 ) 9 FCMAV ( 30) •ECMAV(301•
2RFRAC(30) •DBAR(30) ,PHEZ( 20)
.	 000003 REAL ECHE(319ECSYS(3)•EHEBAR(30)•ESYSBR(301
_
C INPUT ENGINE DATA
000003 RFAO 6009NPWR•PHEZRO,FC0L9FUELSG
000017 READ 6i0• (PHEZ:J),8SFC (J) •J=1•NPWRl
C
C INPUT TRANSMISSICN DATA
C
000034 READ 6109EMUT
k	 000042 PRINT 840
000046 PRINT 845•EMUT
C






R`	 000111 PRINT 9109 (DDISCH(J),CYCLES(J) •J=i,NDDSCH)
f C
C INPUT DIFFERENTIAL AND TIRE DATA
Y
C
000126 READ 610,ORATIO • EMUD, R TIRE , CTIREi,CTIRE2
000144 PRINT 875
000150 PRINT 880
000154 PRINT 8859DRATIO , EMU0 9 RTIRE , CTIREi , CTIRE2
C
C INPUT DRIVING CYCLE DATA
C
000172 READ 6209NCYCLEAIL
`	 000200 PRINT 915
00 0204 00 45 JC=1 r NCYCL E
000206 READ 6259NTC(JC),NPRTC(JCI9NUNITS90TC(JC)•TFC(JC)















































C	 CONVERT MPH TO KILOMETERS PER HOUR
.0





























































000644 00 47 J= i, NT IME
000645 TIHE(J)=TIMCtJCYC•J)
000651 SPEED (JI =SPEOC (ic y C.1A
000654 47 CONTINUE
C
C INITIALIZE VARIABLES OF INTEGRATION
C













000706 V(2)=V(3) ♦ V(3)-V(4)












C COMPUTF VEHICLE OPERATING CONDITIONS AT MAJOR TIME POINT
C
000754 CALL	 VEHIC(V(3),A(i),T,YCOT)




C TIME TO P RINT RESULTS -
C
000765 IF(T.EO.TF)GO TO	 107
000767 K=K ♦1











GOLETA FORTRAN 1.3 • SEMI-AUTO RFL • 101-10 -731
	 HYBRID
All 2E92








001110 PRINT 940ipYI12),FCONS( JCYC)• FCONS2(JCYCI*ECONS(JCYCI-oECONS2(JCY
001126 IF(T.GE.TFIGO TO 190
C INTEGRATE TO NEXT TIME STEP
C
00 It 3t 110 TTMF=T
001133 00	 170 JV= t • 3
001134 JA=MAXO (2 9
 J V)
001137 IF(JV.E0.2)GO TO 121
001140 TTMP=TTMP'OELT/2.
001143 121 OT=TTMP-T
001145_ I F (JV 0E. 3) GO TO 122




001172 t30 CALL VEHIC(VTMPtA(JA)*TTMP,YOOT)
1,101177 160 00	 170 JK=1.19
001201 EK(JK+19*JV)=Y00T(JK)
001206 170 CONTINUE










001237 DO 300 JC=I,NCOMP
C
C COMPUTE FU=L AND ENERGY CONSUMPTION ON COMPOSITE
	 DRIVING ,"CYCLES





001243 ECFIAR2 (JC) = A.0
001244 EHEBAR (JC) = 0.0
001245 ESYSBR(JC) =0.0












1 C COMPUTE RANGE ON MODE i AND CORRECT FUEL CONSUMPTION FOR NON-ZI
_.. C 9ATTERY ENERGY_ . USAGE
 






C COMPUTE FRACTION OF TOTAL DRIVING DONE ON MODE i FOR EACH6 COMPOSITE CYCLE.
C
001327 IFtJC.NE.t)GO TO 265
001331 GLOW=0,
► 	 001332 GO TO 266
001332
_ 265 GLOW=OSUPtJC-11
001334 266 IF tRANGE tJC I .GT. DLOWI GO TO 270
001341 RFRAC tJC1=RANGE tJC) /OBAR (JC)
001343 GO TO 260
001344 270 IFtRANGE(JC1.GT.OSUPtJC1)GO TO 275
001351 RFRACtJC)=tRANGE(JCI/DBAR(JCI)*(i.—tRANGE(JC)-DLOW)**2/t2.*
iRANGE(JC)*(OSUPtJC)—OLOW111




C COMPUTE MODE — AVERAGED FUEL AND ENERGY CONSUMPTION FOR COMPOSITE
C DRIVING CYCLE.
C
001367 FCMAVt,1C1=RFRAC(JC)*FCBAR(JC) ♦ 	 (Le-RFRAC(JC)1*FCBAR2tJC)
001375 ECMAVtJC)=RFRAC(JC)*ECBAR(JC)+(i.-RFRACtJC))*ECBAR2(JC)
C
C COMPUTE OVERALL FUEL AND ENERGY CONSUMPTION.
C




















































































FORMAT(_iHO94X94HTIME¢8X95HSPEE0 9 5X 9 9HSYS. PWR.95X95HAER0997X9
15HTIRES97X95HDIFF. 9 6X 9 6H TRANS *
 94X910HSYSTE4 OUT17X 9 9M4OT. PWR.,,
23X99HENG. PWR9 9 3X 9 9HGEN. PWR.93X 9 9HBRK. PWR. 9 3X99HMOTOR OUT92X9
310MENGINE OUT 9 3X97HGEN. IN 9 6X96HBRAKES97X94HFUEL96X 9 9HOATTe OU1
FORMAT(iH •8E12.4/6X9t0Ei294/6X9t0Ei2.41
FORMAT(1H0911HENGINE DATA/iX 9 16HI0LE FUEL RATE a9E12941
FORMAT(iMOq6X95HPOWER9lIX94HBSFCI
FORMAT(IN 94Et6.6)
FORMAT(iHO 9 20HMOTOR/GENERATOR DATA)
6XFORMAT(iH0v3X 9 l0HMAXe POWER99 tOHMIN. POWER96X910HMCTOR EFF091




FORMAT(iM0 9 5X 9 12HEFFICIENCY =9E16.61
FORMAT(iH0912HBATTERY DATA)
FORMAT(iM096X94HMASS97X914HENERGY OENSITYPMISHAV. REGEN. EFF.
lIX915MMAX REGEN. EFF.)
FORMAT(1H3 9 18HAXLE AND TIRE DATA 1
FORMAT( iH093X9tlHOIFF. RAT I095X910HEFFICIENCY94X 14HROLLING RAC
195X925HROLL. RESIST. COEFFICIENTS)
FORMAT(iH 9SE1696)





FORMAT(iH1927HCONTROL PARAMETERS FOR CASE9I2)
FORMAT(iH095X 9 25HHEAT ENG. SHUTOFF POWER =9Ett.4922H BATT. DI!
I LIMIT =9E11.41
FORMAT(iH0947HFUEL AND ENERGY CONSUMPTION ON COMPOSITE CYCLES11
113HFUEL - MODE 193X913HFUEL - MODE 2 9 2X 9 15HENERGY - MODE 191X.
214HRANGE - MODE 194X910HFUEL - AV9 9 SX 9 12HENERGY - AV.1
FnRMAT(IM 96E16,6)
FORMAT(iHO929HYEARLY AV. FUEL CONSUMPTION =9Eibe6/iX,34HYEARLY
1 BATTERY ENERGY OUTPUT =9Et6661iX 9 23HEXPECTED BATTERY LIFE =9Ef
2)
FORMAMH0925HYEARLY AV. FUEL ECONOMY =9E16.6/iX9
129HYEARLY AV. WALL PLUG CUTPUT =9E16.6)
FORMAT(1H0916HCYCLE DISTANCE =9E12e4/LX928HFUEL CONSUMPTION ON
LE 1 =9E12.4/2iX98HMOOE 2 =9E1294/iX936HBATT. ENERGY CONSUMPTI01
2 MODE t =9E12.4/29X 9 8HMOOE 2 =9Ei294)
FORMAT(iHOr1X 9 15HOEPTH OF DISCH.96X910HCYCLE LIFE)
FORMAT(IM09 24HTRAVEL DISTRIBUTION DATA/iX911HAV. USAGE =9EL2*41
FORMAT (tH0 9 3X 910 HMAX. DI ST. 9 4X 9 15HFRACT. OF TOTAL 9 14X 9
 21HORIVII
CYCLE WEIGHTS)
FORMAT(iH0929HHEAT ENGINE ENERGY FRACTION =916.6)
LA
B-33
GILETA F ORTRAN 1.3 * SE MI-AUTO RFL * (01-11-731
SUAROUTINE VEHIC (VoAiToYOOT1
C VEHIC COMPUTES POWER REQUIREMENTS AND LOSSES FROM REAR WHEELS
C THROUGH ENGINE
C
C DATA IN COMMON -
C
!	 000007 COMMON RTIRE90RAT109COA,CTIREi•CTIRE29VMASS90LI•EMUOtEMUT,NPWR•
iPHE(20liRSFC(2019PHEZRO.PHEMAX,PMMAX,PMMIN,EMUM,EMUGtEMURG9EHUR
2E9MAX•WB,NTC (31 * TIMC(3.200) •SPEOC (3.2001 9PEOMIN909MAXoNCYCLE*
3TIME (200) rSPEEO(2001oNPRTC (31 9 OTC(31 ,TFC (31
49FCZOL'EoPINNLO
C



















C ROLLING RESISTANCE —
C
000022 FP=,9.807*VMASS*(CTIREi+CTIRE2*V1






000034 FNET=FA ♦FR+FAC ♦FG
000040 T00=FNET*RTIRE
000042 IF(FNET.LT.0.0)GO TO 200
C








QS0= TTO *4PMT0 *0.0001047157/SMUT
C




GOLETA FORTRAN 193	 • Sf.MI-AUTO RFL •	 101-10-731	 VEHIC
C






000067 IF(PSO.GT.PEOMIN)GO TO 100
000072 PEO=060
000072 PMC=PSO
000073 GO TO 120
000074 100 IF ,(PSO.GT * (PMMAX+PEOMIN11GO,.TO 110
00010i PEO=PEOMIN
000101 PMO=PSO-PEOMIN
000103 GO TO 120
OO O t 0 3 110 PE 0=PSO-PMM A X
000105 PMO=PMMAX
000106 120 IF(PSO.GT.PHEMAXIGO TO 130
000112 PEO2=PSO
000112 PMO2=0.0
000113 GO TO 140
000114 130 PEC2aPHF.MAX
000116 PMO2=PSO—PE02
000120 140 GO TO 400
C








000133 IF(PSO.LT.PMMIN)GO TO	 230
000135 PGO=PSO
000136 PG02=PSO





000145 240 GO TO 400
C



















C	 COMPUTE ENGINE FUEL RATE ANO OERIVATIVES OF VARIABLES
C
000161 400 IF(PEO.NE.0.01GO TO 410
000162 FC=FCInLE
000164 GO TO 420
000164 410 FC=INTi(PE09PHEoSSFC*NPNRI•PEO
000171 420 IF(PE02.NE * 090)GO TO 430
000175 FC2=FCIOLE
000176 GO TO 440


























































GUETA FORTRAN 1.3 * SFMI-AUTO RFL * 101-10-731
REAL FUNCTION INT2(EX.WHY.X.Y,;ZoNXeNY)
C
C INT2 INTERPOLATES IN TWO VARIAVLES INTERPOLATION SURFACE IS A
C RULED SURFACE.
C
000012 REAL X(201 •Y1201 •Z(20.20)
000012 IF(EX.GE.X(t1)GO	 TO 5
ti 00 00 14 JLEFT=t
00 00 i5 GO TO 20





00002? 20 IF(WHY.GE.Y(t)1G0 TO 25
000032 .J8OTM=1
000033 GO TO 40
000033 25 00 30 J=19NY
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THE'MARKET POTENTIAL FOR HYBRID VEHICLES
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This study used the Wha :• ton EFA Motor Vehicle Model to anayze
the market potential for "hybrid" vehicles:	 cars possessing both
gasoline engines and electric motors. Sales volume was predicted
under a range of alternative scenarios to examine she forecasts'
sensitivity to particular assumptions.
The basic proposition underlying this !study is that the hybrid
technology can be proven to be both technically and economically
feasible for mass production and sale, together with the provision of
the required recharging facilities, in time to be offered for sale in
1985. The second basic premise is that the traditional U.S. auto
market segments will cont ' nue to be valid as distinct marketing
"targets" for different car models designed to meet different tastes,
perceptions, and budgets.
The results of this study suggest that under certain condi-
tions there is a significant market for a range of hybrid automobile
models, and that the potential savings in petroleum fueld usage in the
long run are substantial
Key findings are:
1. The added cost of hybrids is very important: a price
differential in the 252 to 402 range yields a market share
of 252, with volume of between 3 and 4 million units
annually; a 452-802 price differential produces only a 52
share, with volume less than 1 million units.
2. Maximum hybrid sales would occur if manufactures had to
replace all mid-size and larger vehicles with hybrids due
to stringent CAr'E and emissions requirements after 1985;
this could yield a 452 market share, with sales of 5-7
million, although total domestic sales would be lower.
3. The real price of gasoline is critical: each 12 change
produces almost a 12 change in hybrid sales; for real
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4. The most effective way to maximize hybrid sales is with
models in each market segment: even though large cars
benefit the most, the size of the mid-size/intermediate
segment established in the U.S. market makes this a
signifi.ant potential source of hybrid sales.
5. The long-term petroleum fuel savings are very substantial
and very sensitive to the hybrid's sales volume as well as
to gasoline prices: our baseline hybrid forecast suggests
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REVIEW OF FORECAST RESULTS
The first major issue is one of price. The additional cost
for the electric motor and its components is obviously subject to a
wide band around a particular estimate. The two "typical" vehicles
specified as possible electrification candidates were the 1978 Ford
Fairmont, a mid-size by 1985 standards, and the 1978 Ford LTD, a
fullsize/luxury car currently slightly larger than the projected 1985
luxury cars.
The low estimates of increased price were specified as X$2 ,000
and $1,750, respectively. The larger car is estimated to be cheaper
in absolute terms as its suspension, etc., are already adequate for
the increased weight. The high price estimates are specified as twice
these values, $4,000 and $3,500, respectively. In order to maintain
these estimates in constant dollars over the forecast period, we
expressed the price changes in percentage terms, as follows:
	
"Midsize"	 "Fullsize"	 "Luxury"




Price with Options	 $ 4,641	 $	 $ 7,297
Average Tax	 226	 355
Freight Charges	 268	 292
Total Price	 5,135	 $	 7,944
For Hybrid Parts
Low Price	 $ 2,000 1/	 $	 $ 1.750
Z Increase	 39X—	 33Z
	 22Z
High Price	 $ 4,000	 $	 $
X Increase	 78Z
	 67Z	 44Z
Since the Fairmont is at the lower end of our average
compact /mid-size pric y: range, and the LTD is priced intermediate
between our average f ullsized and luxury cars, these percentages may
be slightly on the high side. On the other hand, it is likely that




Is Of course, given traditional marketing strategies, it is not
Implausible that. the more expensive cars would be used to subsidize
the cheaper, implying more nearly equal increases, or that non-hybrids
might initially be used to subsidize some of the hybrids' costs.
The Scenarios
Severe Regulation
This presupposes increased pressure to raise CKFE's by a
significant amount, probably implemented with formal legislation. At
the same time, further downsizing after 1985 would be very problematic
and of limited applicability. In addition, emissions standards by
that time can be expected to pose severe constraints on technical
changes to internal combustion engines. Hence, the hybrid technology
becomes the major option, and i°r is assumed that domestic manufactur-
ers change all their mid-size, fullsize, and luxury models to hybrids,
at the low price differential---to encourage sales.
Low Price Hedonic Shares
This scenario is a "free market" prediction of the hybrid
shares by segment, using an hedonic share estimation procedu.e to
predict the hybrid share of the "desired" (long-run) mid-size, full-
size, and luxury shares (see Met.hodology). This recognizes the
importance of non-price attributes in the demand for hybrids. The low
price increases are assumed to apply. 	 .
High Price Hedonic
This scenario is the same as the previous, but with the high
price increases applied.
Since hybrid sales were so poor under the High Price assump-
tions, the remaining scenarios utilize the "Low Price Hedonic" results
as their "baseline" or starting point.
High/Low Gasoline Prices
Gasoline prices per gallon are varied by +30% to -30% compared





Electricity prices per RWH are varied by +302 to -10% compared
to the Low Price Bedonie assumption.
The Results
The following charts and tables summarize the forecast results
under the different scenario conditions. A complete discussion of the
underlying macroeconomic and demographic forecasts, and the results
for the rest of the market, along with the output tables for the
hybrid forecasts, are presented later in the report.
For each forecast, we have phased-in hybrid sales progressive-
ly over a five year period, 1985-1990. Hybrid mass production cannot
start until 1985 at the earliest, and it would be unreasonable to
immediately start with large-scale production. Rather, like the
diesels, the process can be expected to extend over a four to five
year period.
Not surprisingly, the Severe Regulation scenario produces the
greatest demand for hybrid vehicles, in total and within each class.
Total hybrid new registrations rise to 5.5 million by 1990 and grow to
over 7 million by 2000, with over 452 of all sales being hybrids.
Th..s "forced" conversion it, not without its side effects: as a result
of v thing all mid-size, fullsize, and luxury to hybrid models, a
significant increase in small car sales occurs, both domestic and
foreign, as buyers switch to cheaper cars. Since some of these are
imports, total domestic sales of all types decrease--from 10.3 million
in 1990 "before hybrids" to 9.8 million, a 52 drop.
In contrast, the Low Price Hedonic scenario (also labeled
"Baseline" in the accompanying graphs) results in hybrid sales of from
3 to 4 million, approximately 252 of the total market. Hence, we see
that the potential demand for hybrids at the lower price increase is
quite good, despite their cost disadvantage. In fact, however, in the
low price case, the fuel savings do provide a substantial offset:
compared to their conventional counterparts, the mid-size hybrids
capitalized cost per mile is 102 to 112 higher, the fullsize 92 to 102
higher, and the luxury only 62 to 72 higher.
These differences increase massively in the "high price" case,
however, almost obliterating hybrid sales, and leaving them at only
slightly over 0.5 million units annually. This is not surprising





"	 HYBRID VEHICLES NEW REGISTRATIONS
(millions)
Scenario 1985 1990 1995 2000
Severe Regulation 0.6 5.5 6.6 7.1
Low Price Hedonic 0.6 3.3 3.7 3.8
High Price Hedonic 0.1 0.6 0.7 0.6
Low Price Hedonic with
sand % change):




High Gas Prices 0.6 4.1 4.7 5.0
(+30X) X change - +252 +282 +30%
Low Electricity Prices 	 0.6 3.4 3.9 4.0
(-10X) % change	 -- +4% +5Z +52
High Electricity Prices	 0.6 2.8 3.1 3.2
(+30X) % cha_ nxe	 -- -14% - 15% -16%
TABLE 2
HYBRID VEHICLES IN OPERATION
(millions)
Scenario	 _ 1985 1990 1995 2000
Severe Regulation 0.6 17.2 44.5 61.0
Low Price Hedonic 0 . 6 12.2 27.1 34.4
High Price Hedonic 0 . 1 2.1 5.0 6.2
Low Price Hedonic with:
Low Gas Prices 0.6 8.4 18.9 21.9
High Gas Prices 0.6 14.5 33.7 44.0
10
	
Low Electricity Prices 	 0.6	 12.6	 28.2	 36.1
Hitch Electricity Prices
	 0.6	 10.7	 23.2	 29.1
•.
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costs per mile ate 272, 24x, and 182 higher, for the mid -size, full-
size, and luxury classes, respectively. Hence, the cost differential
triples, and sales fall 804. Given the availability of eloso substi-
tutes within each class as well as between classes, this high response
elasticity is not too surprising.
, Using the Low Price Hedonic forecast, we now Lramins the
sensitivity of hybrid sales to fuel costs: both gasoline and elec-
tricity. The importance of the gas price is dramatically illustrated.
If we assume a more rapid rate of price increases over the 1985-1990
period such that by 1990, the gas price is 304 higher, hybrid new
registrations are almost 304 higher. As noted later on, the base case
gasoline price assumptions are already very high. A 304 higher level
would thus represent almost crisis proportions (not only for transpor-
tation but for the economy in general). Of special interest here is
that total new car registrations decline due to high gas prices--for
instance, domestic new registrations fall to 9.9 million in 1990, so
that hybrids increase their share of total new registrations (to
one-third), slightly more than their volume increase. They would
account for 404 of domestic sales in this scenario.
The Low Gas Price scenario has essentially symmetrical results
In the opposite direction. Total sales increase, the hybrid share
It 	 drops, and again the elasticity of response is around unity: a
12 change in hybrids for each 14 change in the real price of gasoline.
Changes in electricity prices are naturally less significant
than gasoline, but still have substantial effects: each 12 change in
real electricity prices yields a 0.52 change in hybrid sales, lower
prices yielding higher sales.
The mid-si`e/intermediate segment of the market is too impor-
tant to ignore as Table 4 shows. Despite the fact that the larger
cars benefit more from "hybridization" and are relatively more cost
effecLive, the total price and the capitalized cost per mile of
mid-size hybrids are both lower than the fullsize/luxury hybrid
models, and the size of the total mid-size market--one-third of
domestic sales--makes this too important to ignore. In general,
mid-size hybrids take a smaller share of the mid-size market than the
large hybrids do of theirs, but mid-size hybrids account for between
412 and 494 of all hybrids in 1990 depending on the scenario. The
his. • , -r the purchase cost differential, the lower the mid-size share of
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TABLE 3
HYBRID SHARES OF NEW REGISTRATIONS
(x)
Scenario	 1985	 1990	 1995	 2000
Severe Regulat ion 	 5.2	 45.5	 45.9	 45.0
Low Price Hedonic 5.2 26.3 25.6 24.2
High Price Hedonic 0.5 5.2 4.6 4.0
Low Price Hedonic with:
Low Gas Prices 4.9 18.7 17.6 16.3
High Gas Prices 5.1 33.4 33.0 32.0
Low Electricity Prices 5.2 27.6 26.8 25.6
High Electricity Prices 5.2 22.5 21.6 20.3
TABLE 4
MID-SIZE SHARE OF HYBRID SALES
(X)
Scenario 1985 1990 1995 2000
Severe Regulation 48.7 48.4 50.6 52.1
Low Price Hedonic 48.7 47.8 49.0 50.5
Hiah Price Hedonic 49.2 40.7 40.9 42.2
Low Price Hedonic with:
Low Gas Prices	 51.6	 47.3
	
48.2	 49.7


















Scenario	 1985	 1990	 1995	 .2000
rol - No Hybrids	 79.5	 76.2	 82.6	 93.7
B-94
Severe Regulation 79.5 69.3 62.6 64.4
Low Price Hedonic 79.5 71.3 70.8 77.7
High Price Hedonic 79.6 75.3 80.4 90.8
Low Price Hedonic with:
Low Gas Prices 90.2 82.7 84.4 93.8.
High Gas Prices 72.4 64.1 61.8 66.6
Low Electricity Prices 79.5 71.2 70.4 77.0




Scenario	 1985	 1990	 1995	 2000
Severe Regulation	 1.71	 82.78	 255.22	 391.07
Low Price Hedonic	 1.71	 60.73
	
156.81	 222.38
High Price Hedonic	 0.18	 10.0	 28.94	 40.53
Low Price Hedonic with:
Low Gas Prices
	 1.78	 45.41	 120.22	 170.03
High Gas Prices	 1.52	 66.07	 180.25	 262.81
Low Electricity Prices
	 1.72	 63.02	 164.75	 235.22
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Finally,• we examine the implications for fuel use of hybrid
sales. The petroleum fuel savings are a joint function of hybrid
sales and gasoline prices. As shown in Table 5, the Severe Regulation
scenario saves 20 billion gallons per year by 1995 (24x). The baseline
Low Price Redonic also saves substantial amounts--over 11 billion
gallons: Howeve-r, 30% lower gasoline prices would then increase
conventional vehicle sales of less efficient vehicles, encourage more
driving, and would be sufficient to completely offset the savings from
hybrid vehicles.	 Interestingly, 30% higher gasoline prices, with
low-priced hybrids, would yield the same results as enforced regula-
tion of sales in the Severe Regulation scenario. Electricity prices
have a slight effect, a 30% increase raising gasoline consumption by
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 GUIDE TO CONCEPTS AND MEASURES USED T;`I
THE WHARTON EFA MOTOP VEHICLE MODEL
"CARS IN OPERATION, YEAR-END"
(See Tables 1.00, 4.00 - 5.20, MID-YEAR estimates in Tables 6.00 - 7.10)
Derived from R. L. Polk's estimates, adjusted to exclude compact
passenger vans (Sportvan, Clubwagon, VW Bus, etc.). Lower than total
registrations, which double-counts cars registered in more than one
state and includes cars registered but scrapped. Vintage estimates
are based on a twenty year life and vintage-specific survival pro-
babilities, which vary over time with a given distribution. Vehicles
by class and by domestic or foreign origin are derived from applying
the same survival probabilities to the sales of each class.
"RETAIL SALES", and "NEW REGISTRATIONS"
(Tables 1.00 - 3.20)
Both exclude compact vans, and adjust for missing data. New registra-
tions are cars put into 'use, therefore, are slightly lower than
reported sales, and lag then. by 1-2 months. New registrations detail
is better and provides the data for the distributions by class and
domestic versus foreign.
"SCRAPPAGE"
(Tables 1.00, 8.00, 801)
Historically, estimated by identity, given stock and new registrations
data. Total scrappage is forecast behaviorally, allocated by vintage
with the "normal" survival probabilities, and allocated by class based
upon class shares in the stock.
"VEHICLE MILES"
(Tables 1.00, 9.00, 9.01)
Taken from Highway Statistics, these are for cars only, excluding
motorcycles. Urban and rural travel are predicted separately due to





"TOTAL FLEET MPG (WEFA)", "NEW CAR FLEET MPG (EPA)", "DOMESTIC",
"FOREIGN", "MPG (tEFA)", "MPG (EPA)", (Tables 1.00, 14.OQ - 15.10)
WEFA estimates are actual "on-road" performance, based on a massive
database of individual car road tests by CONSUMER_ REPORTS. City and
highway estimates and forecasts are based on vehicle curb weight,
engine displacement, cylinders, transmission type, and technological
changes. New car fleet estimates are sales-weighted class estimates.
The total fleet estimate is a vintage stock-weighted estimate of past
mpg's allowing for lower miles driven by older cars. It is consistent
with the "Highway Statistics" average. The EPA estimates are also
based on individual car drive-cycle results, city and highway being
predicted by the same auto characteristics as the IWEFA estimates. The
class averages are 55-45 weighted, and sales-weighted to yield new car
fleet estimates.
SIZE CLASSES
Five sizes are distinguished:
Subcompact - up to 100" wheelbase (historically); 1975 average curb
weight - 2803 lbs. domestic, 2392 lbs. import; 1985 projections 210,
2094; perceived as "tight" 4 passenger, primarily for 1-2 passt nger
travel, increasingly so by 1985.
Compact - 100" to 111" (historically); 1975 average curb weight - 3429
lbs. domestic, 2882 lbs. import, 1985 projections 2700, 2698; "roomy"
4 passenger, becoming "tight" 4 passenger.
Mid-Size (Domestic only) - 111" to 118" (historically); 1975 - 4170
lbs., 1985 = 3000; roomy 4-5 passenger, becoming 4 to "tight" 5;
sportier/powered-up compact and "stripped"/low power fullsize substi-
tutes, very few V8's (15%) .
Fullsize (Domestic only) - over 118" (historically); 1975 = 4656 lbs.,
1985 - 3200; 6 pasenger cars, becoming 5 to "tight" 6 by 1985, few
V8's (20X), much lower power.
Luxury - classified by price; domestics are fullsize dimensions
(except Corvette), foreign vary widely in size. Curb weights: 1975
domestic - 5022 lbs., foreign - 3595, 1985 domestic - 3500, foreign =
2808. Domestics are higher quality, more luxurious, fullsize, more






Our primary approach to this study was to modify the existing
Wharton EFA Motor Vehicle Model to allow for the inclusion of hybrid
vehicles and to utilize pre-existing empirical work relevant to the
market penetrat4,on of a new technology.
The Motor Vehicle Model predicts the desired composition of
the vehicle fleet, divided into eight classes: foreign subcompact,
domestic subcompact, foreign compact, domestic compact, mid-size,
fullsize, foreign luxury, and domestic luxury. The desired share
equations are based upon 1972 cross-sectional state data, with each
class share a function of income variables, family size variables,
population age distribution, ay, the class cost per mile relative to
competing (substitute) classes.—
The procedure followed here is to first predict or assume
the "desired" hybrid shares of each market segment, for mid-sire,
fullsize, and luxury domestics. Given the hybrid shares, the model
then proceeds normally, consistently predicting desired shares for all
mid-size, fullsize, etc. These then enter the predictions for desired
stock, and the new registrations shares. Together with the predic-
tions of total new registrations and scrappage, these yield hybrid new
registrations and stocks by class.
In performing this analysis, we computed capitalized cost per
mile measures for the hybrids corresponding to our methodology for
regular cars. We assumed that repair, insurance, and other non-fuel
operating costs would be proportionately similar to non-hybrids. Fuel
costs were computed under the admittedly simplifying assumptions of
all highway use being with the gasoline engine, at the same miles per
gallon as non-hybrids, while 60% of urban driving was performed
L/ The Wharton EFA Motor Vehicle Model is fully documented
in George R. Schink and Colin J. Loxley, An Analysis of the Automobile
Market: Modeling the Long-Run Determinants of the Demand for Automo-
biles, February 1977, and in Colin J. Loxley, Tim Osiecki, Kate
Rodenrys, and Sheela Thanawala, Revisions to the Wharton EFA Auto-
mobile Demand Model. The Wharton EFA Motor Vehicle Demand Model
(Mark 1), draft, June 1978, both reports prepared by Wharton EFA for
the Department of Transportation, Transportation Systems Center,
Cambridge MA.
a
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using the electric motor, at 1.6 miles l yer KWH for mid-size, and 1.3
miles per KWH for fullsize and luxury. — Overall, these assumptions
probably slightly favor the hybrids.
The analysis assumes that hybrid sales and scrappage adjust at
the same speed with respect to the gap between desired and actural
stocks as the non-hybrids of the corresponding class. It is also
assumed that the survival probabilities by vintage are equal. On this
basis, the vehicles in operation computation is modified to include
hybrids, and the new domestic EPA mpg and total fleet average mpg
identities are calculated with the hybrids included.
The final modification was to the urban vehicle miles equa-
tion. Miles per vehicle are a function of the "real" fuel cost per
mile, real disposable income per capita, and the ratio of urban
licensed drivers to total vehicle stack. The fuel cost term was
modified to reflect the combined gas and electricity costs, yielding a
specific hybrid urban mileage forecast.
HID ONI C SHARES
The shares of hybrids in the desired stock by class are
estimated using the hedonic choice model outlined in "The Impact of
Electric Passenger Automobiles on Utility System Loads, 1485-2000",
by E. Patrick Marfisi, Charles U. Upton, and Carson E. Agnew, a
report by MATHTECH, Inc. for EPRI, November 1977.
In this analysis, shares by size class are estimated relative
to subcompacts as a function of vehicle attributes (capitalized cost
per mile, automatic transmission fraction and passenger capacity) and
variables shifting the attribute coefficients (SMSA population as a
percent of total roadway per land area, and geographical dummies).
The hybrid share can be estimated by using the hedonic choice equation
and assuming a set of attributes for hybrids. The fraction of
hybrids with automatic transmission is set at one (a desirable
attribute); and the seating capacities are assumed to be slightly
larger (by 0.5 on average) than regular cars in the same class,
reflecting a perception of hybrids as "larger".
1/Assumptions supplied by South Coast Technology, Inc.
,.	 (...
x	 B-100
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The equation used is:
In (SHRi - In (SHRST)	 ( US iFAUTO - USSTFAUTO) * (4.417
- .0052 NPMET + . 325 RW/LA - 2.2150 DUMW) + (CPMiCAP
- CPMSTCAP) * (- 138'.4 + . 463 NPMET - 5 . 09 RW/LA
+ 21.72 DUMW - 0.5DUMS) + ( NP 12 - NPST2)
* (.19 - .00041 NPMET + . 002601 RW/LA - . 002959 DUMW
+ . 002345 DUMS) + DUML + ( 1.357 + .008593 NPMET + .234 RW/LA
- .296 DUMW + .43 DUMS)
where:
SHRi - Share of size class i, i * subcompact, compact,
mid-size, mid-size hybrid, fullsize, fullsize
hybrid, luxury, and luxury hybrid
SHRST - Share of subcompacts
US iFAUTO - Fraction of size class i with automatic transmission
USSTFAUTO - Fraction of subcompacts with automatic transmission
NPMET = SMSA population as percent of total
RW/LA ^= Roadway per land area
DUMW - Dummy for western states
DUMB = Dummy for southern states
CPMiCAP = Capitalized cost per mile, size class i
_	 CPMSTCAP - Capitalized cost per mile, subcompacts
NP Passenger capacity, size class i
NPST - Passenger capacity, subcompacts







What this procedure does is to enter some qualitative vehicle
characteristics which induce purchases despite a possibly adverse
relative cost, and which provides a tentative means of analyzing the
appeal of a completely new design. Clearly the qualitative aspects
are still very limited. Nonetheless, the predictions which result
appear .very reasonable. The unquantifiable component is the impact of
uncertainty about future petroleum fuel supplies, although the present






HYBRID STUDY CONTROL FORECAST
ASSUMPTIONS
The Control Forecast, before the inclusion of hybrids, uses as
its input assumptions for economic and demographic variables the
February 1979 Wharton Annual Model Year 2000 Forecast. This predicts
slow real growth and high inflation for 1979-80, with the probability
of an actual recession and the strength of the recovery dependent upon
the severity of fiscal and monetary restraint applied to control
inflation, and what domestic and international energy policies are
implemented.
In the absence of any severe shocks, the long-term trend
for annual real GNP growth is projected at 32, with real per capita
disposable income averaging just below 22 annual growth, during the
1980's, and 2.62 for the decade 1'90-2000. Inflation is projected to
decline at a moderate pace, with growth in the consumer price index
averaging over 6.52 for	 1980-85, falling to 52 for	 1985-90,	 and
remaining at around 4.52 for the rest of the century.
Sectors of the economy experiencing strong growth are pre-
dicted to include investment expenditures and both exports and
imports. Both consumer durables and services are expected to show
above average growth. Mining, durables manufacturing, and utilities
are the leading industrial sectors.
For fiscal policy, it is assumed that real government expendi-
tures will show slower growth than past trends, and decline as a share
of real , GNP. As a consequence, the federal deficit is steadily
diminished, moving into balance in the late 1980's. The key energy
assumptions include a gradual progress towards decontrol of domestic
oil prices, be'wig completed in the later 1980'x. The long-term OPEC







The demographic assumptions used are taken from the Bureau of
the Census, Current Population Report P-20, July 1978. These utilize
the Series 11 fertility assumption, implying population growth 1n the
0.9Z range. The size of families continues to fall, with family
formation and the number of single individuals outpacing general
population growth. The aging population yields a declining proportion
in the lower age brackets, and contributes to the rapid slowing down
of growth in licensed drivers.
The gasoline price projection uses the rate of growth of real
gas prices specified for' the meeian case. The average 1978 price for
regular gas is 65.3 cents/gallon (compered to the 72.0 specified in
the sensitivity assumptions, Table B-1). Our 1990 "real" price
deflated by the CPI is, therefore, 110:0 x 65.3/72.0 - 99.8!/gallon.
The rates of growth in gasoline prices are extremely high, and defin-
itely in the upper range of the possible trend. The Wharton Annual
Model forecasts the gasoline price consistently based on assumed OPEC
prices and the domestic energy situation. Assuming an average imports
price/bbl of $19.20 by 1980 (up 30% over 1978) with a 6.5% annual rate
of increase thereafter, and with full domestic decontrol by 1986, the
1985 Annual Model gas price reaches $1.26 (vs. $1.38).
All of the specif is assumptions utilized in the forecast are
shown in the "MARCH CONTROL  FOR HYBRIDS" output, Tables 17.00-23.10,
and 32.10. Except for the specific variables changed in the various
hybrid vehicles scenarios, these remain unchanged for all the hybrid
forecasts.
Forecast Results
The following Summary Table presents the long-term trends for
most of the key variables. Despite the current short-term weakness,
the long-term outlook is for a moderately good growth path. A decline
in real income and high inflation cause a decline in sales in 1979-80,
but the sales rebound during the early 1980's averages 2.7% per year.
Sales growth slows during the late 1980'x, but averages over 2% during
the 1990'x. This robust long-term trend is supported by good turnover
of the stock, with both the sales and scrappage rates registering
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ut expected to shift dramatically
In the short-term as each segment goes through a downsizing program
through 1985. The downsizing, together with technological improvement
to engines and transmissions, is assumed to yield compliance with the
CAFE standards, provided significantly stricter emissions and safety
requirements are not imposed. Small domestic car base prices do
increase less rapidly than the larger models' in order to maintain
their market share versus imports. The imports share drops in 1979
due to discontinued "captives" and VW of America production.
	 We
project increasing domestic production of former imports through
1985.
in the long-run, we project increases in the small car shares,
at the expense of fullsize. The fullsize declines from an 18.4%
share of the total in 1979 to 11.5% by 2000, while subcompacts grow
from 25.1% to 28.1%. The foreign share increases reaching a plateau
of 20% in the mid-1990's, largely due to less rapid increases in
imports prices. The composition of the stock of vehicles changes
accordingly, and more dramatically. From 1978 to 2000, the subcompact
share of total stock grows from 20.7% to 27.4%, compacts grow frtz
19.5% to 22.9% mid-size go from 24% to 25.8%, fullsize declines from
26.5% to 13%, aLd luxury rises from 9.3% to 15.4%. The overall
foreign share climbs from 14.5% to 20%.
The average new car purchase cost is projected to rise rapid-
ly, at 7% per year through 1985, and averaging over 5% through the end
of the century. With the rapid rates of increase of other operating
costs, particularly insurance and gasoline, the total capitalized cost
per mile rises even more rapidly, despite the offset of rapidly
improving ne:a
 car fuel economy up to 1985. These high inflation
rates are, of course, general throughout the economy and hence the
"real" cost per mile (relative to the CPI) increases by slightly under
1% annually during the forecast period.
The number of cars in operation reaches 141 million by 2000,
a 1.6% annual average growth rate. Market saturation increases
slightly, the ratio of cars to licensed drivers rising from 0.7 in
1978 to 0.75 by 2000. With the very rapid fuel price increases
combined with only moderate income growth, vehicle miles per car shcws
no growth through the mid-1980's, and averages only 0.6% per annum
for 1985-90. Thereafter, "real" gasoline prices are assumed to remain
constant, and stronger real income growth yields an average annual
growth rate of 0.9%. The growth of vehicle stock and miles per
vehicle thus combine to yield vehicle miles traveled (VMT) growth well
below historical trends, at only 1.6% per year for the early 1980's,
and slightly under 2.5% thereafter. Urban travel continues to grow
substantially more rapidly than rural/highway, reaching 67% by 2000.
B-106
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The low vehicle miles growth, together with the better than
32 per year average improvement in fleet average fuel efficiency
during the decade 1980-1990, leads to declintug fuel consumption.
From the peak of 87.6 billion gallons in 1980, consumption falls to a
low of 76.2 in 1990, a 13% decline. Consumption rises significantly
during'the late 1990's with the onset of renewed VMT growth, zero mpg
improvement, and constant real gas prices; nonetheless, it is 1998
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